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>> OPTIMIZE YOUR COVER PHOTO

SIZE: 16:9 ratio, 2120 x 1192 pixels.
TIP: Leave a 100 px margin on the sides so text isn't cut off.
Add a caption with a call-to-action and a link to your website in the
description. Keep SEO in mind and use keywords! Your cover photo
could be found in Image searches and links back to your Profile.

>> COMPLETE YOUR ABOUT SECTION

In your Introduction, give an overview of your expertise. Break up
text with bullets and other formatting. Add links to important
content, your appointment calendar, or opt-in offers.

TIP: Recommend the types of circles people should put you in!

For your Tagline, keep it short & sweet, this will display on your
hovercard.

Education - Optional, check "Current" to display.  Employment -
Only 1st employer listed as "Current" appears.  Location - Use exact
location, or metro area if you work from home.

Set up Google Authorship and link to your website. List your site as
one you are a Contributor on. Link to other social profiles and
communities that you are a part of.

List your skills! Keep SEO in mind and make this area keyword-rich.
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>> CIRCLES

Utilize circles to organize how you want to share & consume
content. You can have up to 5,000 people in a circle.

TIP: You can sort your home stream by circle to just see the type of
content you're after at that time!

When using G+ for business, most posts should be shared to Public so
that anyone can find your content.

>> GOOGLE + POSTING

Are you posting consistently? Don't neglect the channel!
Are you formatting posts, using bolded intros & strategic hashtags?
Are you +mentioning others when you share their content?

Formatting cheat sheet:
*text here will be bold*
_text here will be italics_
-text here will have a strikethru-
_*text here will be bold and italic*_

>> SPREAD THE WORD!

Let people know you're on G+ by adding a badge to your website so
that people can follow you without leaving your site. Let your fans
and followers on other networks, as well as your email subscribers,
know that you are on Google Plus and where to find you.


